The Armament Industry European Research Group (ARES Group) was created in 2016 by the French Institute for International and Strategic Affairs (IRIS). ARES Group brings together experienced armament and defence policy experts working for European think tanks. The aim of the ARES Group is to provide a forum to the European armament community to encourage fresh strategic thinking. ARES Group is managed by IRIS.

ARES’ supports are: publications, podcasts and conferences.

ABOUT ARES GROUP

THE ARES PODCAST SERIES

This podcast encourages fresh strategic thinking in the field of European defence industrial policies. Drawing on the expertise of ARES’ scientific advisors, it intends to provide national and European debates on current developments in defence industrial policy and tackle new challenges affecting EDTIB, to provide listeners with the keys to understanding quickly evolving issues.

Available on: Apple podcast, Deezer, Google podcasts, iTunes and Spotify.

CONFERENCES

Regular conferences and seminars take place in Brussels and Paris supported by the material produced by the Group.

PUBLICATIONS

Our publications are freely available on ARES Group’s website with short papers (comments) or longer one (policy papers). ARES experts publish also op ed in newspapers. The publications underline national point of view on defence industrial topics in order to produce comparison and synthesis, they analyse the defence industrial eco-system and develop innovative policy proposals.